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During the early 1980s, an app,.aisalof dosimetryprograms at U.S.

Departmentof Energy (DOE) facilitiesidentifieda significantweakness in

dose assessmentin fast neutronenvironments. Basing neutrondose equivalent

on thermoluminescencedosimeters (TLDs)was not entirely satisfactoryfor

environmentsthat had not been well characterized. In most operational

situations,the dosimeters overrespondto neutrons,and this overresponse

could be further exaggeratedwith changes in the neutronquality factor (Q).

BecauseTLDs are energy dependentwith an excellentresponseto thermal and

low-energyneutrons but a weak responseto fast neutrons,calibratingthe

dosimetrysystem to accountfor mixed and moderatedneutronenergy fields is a

difficultand seldom satisfactoryexercise. To increasethe detectionof fast

neutrons and help improvethe accuracyof dose equivalentdeterminations,a

combination dosimeter was developed using TLDs to detect thermal and low-

energy neutrons and a track-etch detector (TED) to detect fast neutrons. By

combining the albedo energy response function of the TLDs wi_h the track

detector elements, the dosimeter can nearly match the fluence-to-dose

equivalent conversion curve.

Several track detectors were evaluated early in the program through

efforts at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the University of

Connecticut at Storrs, and the University of California at Berkeley in

addition to Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). (a) lt became clear very

quickly that the polymer CR-39 had neutron detection characteristics superior

to other materials tested. The CR-39 track detector is beta and gamma

insensitive and does not require backscatter (albedo) from the body to detect

the exposure. In its early formulation, the background signal (tracks per

unit area) of CR-39 was relatively high and inconsisteFt. Changes by the

material manufacturer and by the polymer caster significantly reduced the

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy
by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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backgroundand greatly improvedthe backgroundconsistencyand response of

CR-39. Experimentssuggestingthat the radiation-sensitivesites in the CR-39

occurred in the polymer'scarbon/oxygenbonds led to attemptsto further

improve the detectormaterial. Severalmaterialswere copolymerizedwith

CR-39 to try to increasethe number of damage sites and increasethe neutron

sensitivity. Certainmaterialsshowed promisebut did not constitutea

practicalimprovementover CR-39 alone.

The exposedCR-39 is processedusing a strongly basic solution at

elevated temperatures. The originalprototypeprocessingequipmentconsisted

of single cell chambers,an audio-oscillator,and a step-uptransformer.

Advances in the cell design eventuallyled to a multi-chamberdesign

increasingthe number of samplesthat could be simultaneouslyprocessedto

multiplesof 24. A power supply specificallytailoredto the needs of the

electrochemicalprocess greatlyreducedthe variabilityof resultsfrom one

pro_essingbatch to the next. Chemical and electricalparameterswere

extensivelyevaluatedto identifythose providingthe highestneutronresponse

without increasingthe backgroundabove acceptablelevels.

One of the issues in using a combinationdosimeter is how to make use of

the informationfrom each element to interpretthe neutron dose equivalent.

Effortswere begun to develop a generic algorithmusing both componentsand

basing them on a common 252Cf calibrationpoint. The algorithmwas then

tested using other sources and actual Hanford Site dosimetrydata.

These efforts identifiedmajor theoreticallimitations. Figure I

illustratesthe approximatenormalizedresponsesas expressedby mathematical

expressionsof the TLD and TED components. A summary curve mockup of the two

responsesis nearly flat and illustrateshow well these two elements are

complementaryin neutron energy detection. The TLDs detect most neutron

exposures,but their sensitivityfalls off above the low-energyrange. Track

detectorswith polyethyleneradiatorshave a thresholdaround 100 keV. The

use of the TEDs provides a reasonablyclear estimate of the dose from fast

neutrons. When exposedto a low-energysource,the TEDs will detect

essentiallynothing. In Figure 2, the approximateenergy responseof each

element is demonstratedin relationto the 252Cf bare energy spectrum.

Although each system can be calibratedto sources of interest,the

responsesfrom the two systemscannot be directly relatedto each other.
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BecauseTLDs continuedetectionat high energies,though at a much reduced

rate, accuratedose assignmentthroughthe use of the two elements still

requires spectrumcharacterization. This complicatesthe effort to use the

data in a useful algorithm. The problemis primarilyone of detection limits

and sensitivities. Becauseof the dramaticenergy responsereductionof the

TLDs and the thresholdresponseof the TEDs at low energies,simultaneous

equationsto evaluate slow and fast neutron responsescannot be satisfactorily

applied. Unless one assumesall TLD response is less than 100 keV for

calculationalpurposes, it is very difficultto design an algorithmfor

varyingor unknown neutron fields.

The current recommendationfor making use of the combinationdosimeter

is to use both where a wide energy spectrumexists and to base the fast

neutrondose on the CR-39 detectors. Whether this response should be added to

the TLD dose depends on spectralinformationthat may not be available.

Although use of a TLD/TED combinationprovidesadditionalenergy information,

it does not completelyaddressenergy bins that are importantto the

assignmentof Q. Most of the TLD dose will fall into the proposed quality

factor category 5 which includesenergies of less than 10 keV. The Q of 10

for the 10- to 100-keV range is best detectedwith the TLDs. Probablyall the

TED response at most facilitieswill fall within the 20 factor energy range.

If we are willing to apply a factor of 10 to all TLD-detecteddose and 20 to

the TED response,the combinationdosimeterwill supportthis conservative

approachwith few improvements.

If we are not willing to assigndose equivalentbased on these two

ranges alone, the potentialexists for using an elementcapable of detecting

the 10- to 100-keVrange more accurately. This componentuses CR-39 but with

a boron radiator. When used with a Filterto eliminatethermal energies,this

detector is capable of bridgingthe "intermediate"energy gap. The

polyethyleneradiatormakes use of the (n,p) interaction. The boron radiator

functionsthroughthe (n,_) interaction. In fact, it appearspossible to

cover the 10- to 100-keV range as well as higher energieswith this single

element if track size is used to discriminatethe (n,e) from the (n,p).

Unfortunately,efforts to take this material from the laboratoryinto field

situationsare currently sidetracked.
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A number of other efforts have been completed or are continuing. The

combination dosimeter was initially seen as an "interim" system. Because the

TED component has repeatedly demonstrated its value, it is likely to be used

until a suitable replacement is developed• Because the TED processing and

readout systems are labor intensive, a number of approaches to reduce time and

cost have been pursued• One of these possibilities is to find a method of

direct readout (without processing or with minimal processing) of damage sites

in the plastic detectors. None of the optical and electronic processes tried

to date have been capable of identifying such damage. However, several laser

reading techniques are being evaluated, and it is expected that positive

results may be obtained following a short etch procedure tD initiate track
formation.

Use of the TED methodology for dosimeters sent in for £OE's Laboratory

Accreditation Program (DOELAP) certification requires certain procedural

considerations and documentation of parameters. Someof thes'_ include:

• Ensuring that the equipment for developing and reading out the TEDs is
appropriate for the system.

• Testing each batch of detector material for sensitivity and consistency
to accept or reject the batch.

• Providing procedures and establishing appropriate operating conditions
for

- transferring sample identification to ensure accurate records
- consistent and proper etch chamber assembly
- consistent etchant normality and identified limits on solution reuse
- consistent etching parameters of temperature, voltage, frequency,

time, and pre- and post-etch preparations
- recovering from electrical failure or chamber leakage

• Writing procedures and assigning responsibility for proper readout
including:

- proper sample cleaning preparations
- warmup, if necessary, and calibration of track counting system to

assure reproducibility
- proper sample positioning and exposed/processed sample setup
- readout magnification established and a minimum readout area

(suggested 0.I0 cm_)

• Evaluating stability of the track reader and checking periodically as
determined by the evaluation.
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• Ensuring that techniciansunderstandthe operatingconditions and
critical functionsof processingand readoutequipmentas identified
above.

• Checking backgroundtrack readings of samplesfrom batch accordingto an
establishedprocedurebefore issuingTED.

• Calibratingcontrolsamples to an appropriatesource for type or
exposure or "normalize"to 252Cf.

• Includingcalibrationsamplesand backgroundsamples in every processing
chamber.

• Packagingdosimetersto preventcontaminationwith unknown chemicalsand
away from direct exposure to ultravioletrays.

As part of DOE's PersonnelNeutron and Upgrade Program,we have been

developinga CR-39 track detector over the past decade to addressdetection

and measurementof fast neutrons. This technologyhas been used successfully

by severalDOE laboratories,vendors,and universitiesto better assess high-

energy neutron exposures. Using CR-39 TEDs in combinationwith TLDs will now

allow us to detect the wide spectrumof occupationalneutronenergies and

assign dose equivalentsmuch more confidently.






